A HOLY LAND
PILGRIMAGE
PHOTOGRAPHED

“It was so great knowing
that we could completely
embrace the experience
and still have photos,
without worrying how to
make both happen.”

FULLY EXPERIENCE
EVERY SACRED
MOMENT OF YOUR
TIME IN ISRAEL
And be fully confident
knowing you’ll have
high-quality, professional
images to cherish for
years to come.

THE MOMENTS
YOU COULD NEVER
PHOTOGRAPH
YOURSELF
This is your time to
come out from behind
the camera, and allow
your spirit to truly
live in the moment,
awake and alert.

“There were so many
pictures I could not
have taken myself. Like
those special moments
when I was deep in
thought or prayer.”

PRAY FOR PEACE
IN JERUSALEM:
MAY ALL WHO LOVE
THIS CITY PROSPER.
PSALM 122:6

“Yesterday I received an invitation from Beth to view the
photographs she took on our tour to Israel. I dropped what
I was doing, grabbed my iPad, and quickly clicked into the
link. For the next two hours I sat spellbound by the mastery
by which Beth captured the variety of emotions a journey
of this nature evoked. I was laughing one moment, and with
a swipe of the screen, the next image had me in tears. She
photographed groups, individuals, couples, crowds, sacred
Biblical historical sites, nature, and cultural diversity with
precision and interest. She has a sensitivity and a keen
awareness of where and when to be in just the right place
at just the right time. Her attention to detail makes every
photo memorable in its own right. The photos are also very
well organized which makes viewing them so simple. It is
with all sincerity that I recommend Beth for any upcoming
event. She will capture the occasion with professionalism
and discretion so that you too will be able to relive those
precious moments over and over again.”
NANCY, TRAVELER
DR. DAVID JEREMIAH ISRAEL TOUR (APRIL 2016)

A ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME
EXPERIENCE THAT
COMES WITH A
LIFE-LONG IMPACT
Beyond preserving the
memories for yourself, when
you share images from your
trip to the Holy Land with
friends and family, their
impact goes even further.

YOU COULD TELL
THEM, OR YOU
COULD SHOW THEM
Images from your tour will
paint a visual picture for
future travelers. They’ll see
exactly what will awaken
within them when they
take their own journey.

“Carrying a camera
bag became a problem
at times, because of its
weight and the weather.
I loved not having to
worry about pictures.”

“Beth has such a presence about her and I so enjoyed
getting to know her on the trip. She shared wonderful
insight as we toured and her knowledge really
impressed me. Then when I received the photos she
took, I was really blown away! She captured our
feelings; our emotions. When I looked at the
pictures I took, I saw the places I had been but
when I looked at Beth’s work, I saw what I
experienced while in the Holy Land, and felt the
same feelings al l over again. Very powerful!”
STEPHANIE, TRAVELER
ISRAEL TOUR (JAN 2016)

WITH A DEEPSEEDED LOVE
FOR THE
HOLY LAND
It is important for me
to capture images
that speak to the soul
in a meaningful way.
Capturing sites, culture,
groups, couples and
special individual
moments, my hope is
that you will not only
see the image, but
feel the image and
be inspired.
- Beth

BETH RUBIN
Photographer
beth@bcreativeinspiration.com
Full portfolio & more information at
bcreativeinspiration.com
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